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Abstract: The diversity of alcohol beverage microorganisms is of great significance for improving the
brewing process and the quality of alcohol beverage products. During the process of making alcoholic
beverages, a group of microorganisms, represented by yeast and lactic acid bacteria, conducts
fermentation. These microorganisms have complex synergistic or competitive relationships, and the
participation of different microorganisms has a major impact on the fermentation process and the
flavor and aroma of the product. Strain selection is one of the key steps. Utilizing scientific breeding
technology, the relationship between strains can be managed, the composition of the alcoholic
beverage microbial community can be improved, and the quality and flavor of the alcoholic beverage
products can be increased. Currently, research on the microbial diversity of alcohol beverages has
received extensive attention. However, the selection technology for dominant bacteria in alcohol
beverages has not yet been systematically summarized. To breed better-quality alcohol beverage
strains and improve the quality and characteristics of wine, this paper introduces the microbial
diversity characteristics of the world’s three major brewing alcohols: beer, wine, and yellow wine, as
well as the breeding technologies of related strains. The application of culture selection technology in
the study of microbial diversity of brewed wine was reviewed and analyzed. The strain selection
technology and alcohol beverage process should be combined to explore the potential application
of a diverse array of alcohol beverage strains, thereby boosting the quality and flavor of the alcohol
beverage and driving the sustainable development of the alcoholic beverage industry.

Keywords: strain selection technology; alcohol beverage; microbial diversity; food processing;
Saccharomyces cerevisiae

1. Introduction

The production of beverages through alcoholic fermentation dates back thousands
of years [1,2]. Microorganisms ferment substances containing starchy and sugary raw
materials to produce an alcoholic component, which creates alcoholic beverages. Yellow
wine, wine, and beer are the world’s three major alcoholic beverages [3,4]. Of these,
beer dominates the global alcoholic beverage market [5]. Consumed in regions such as
the Americas, Asia, and Europe, with the highest per capita consumption in the Czech
Republic at 6.77 L, the beverage generated revenues of USD 563.9 billion in 2022 [6].

Different types of alcoholic beverages require specific microbial species to participate
in the fermentation process. These microorganisms mainly include yeasts, bacteria, and
molds [7]. The brewing of wine mainly depends on yeast, which transforms the sugars
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in grapes into alcohol and carbon dioxide. Different types of yeast can affect the flavor
and mouthfeel of wine; for example, some yeasts can produce special aromas and tastes,
such as oaky and fruity aromas [8]. In addition, some bacteria, such as lactic acid bacteria
and acetic acid bacteria, also participate in the wine fermentation process [9]. In the
beer brewing process, in addition to yeast, Lactobacilli, Bifidobacteria, and Enterococci also
participate [10]. These microorganisms can produce substances such as acetic acid and lactic
acid, thereby affecting the taste and texture of the beer. Therefore, it is very important to
study and breed microbial strains suitable for the brewing of different types of wines. Strain
breeding technology is the use of various biotechnologies to modify the genetic material of
microorganisms to avoid or alleviate the adverse genetic traits of these microorganisms.
Through screening and cultivation of microbial strains in the alcoholic beverage process,
strains with excellent traits, such as high alcohol tolerance, low acidity, and high enzyme
activity, can be obtained [11–14]. These strains can effectively improve the taste, aroma,
and color of alcoholic beverages, as well as their quality and flavor.

At present, most studies have focused on elucidating the effects of the raw materials,
fermentation processes, etc. used in wine making on the diversity of microorganisms
in alcoholic beverages. Research on breeding technologies for relevant strains is also
limited, and there are few studies on the application of selective breeding technology to
the diversity of microorganisms in alcoholic beverages. Furthermore, there is a lack of a
systematic summary on this topic. Therefore, this paper reviewed the microbial diversity
characteristics and breeding technologies of related microbial species in the world’s three
major brewing alcohols: beer, wine, and yellow wine. It also analyzed the application of
strain selection technology in the study of microbial diversity in alcoholic beverages, with
the aim of providing a new theoretical basis for the study of microbial interrelationships
and regulatory mechanisms in the fermentation process.

2. Type and Diversity Characteristics of Microorganisms in Alcoholic Beverages
2.1. Types and Diversity Characteristics of Microorganisms in Yellow Wine

Yellow wine is made from grains used as raw materials, followed by steaming, adding
jiuqu, saccharification, and fermentation, and finally, pressing and filtering [15]. A variety
of microorganisms involved in the fermentation process of yellow wine produce hundreds
of metabolites that contribute to its distinctive aroma. The microorganisms present in
yellow wine greatly determine the taste and excellence of the end product. Due to its
remarkable flavor, low alcoholic content, and abundance of nutrients like peptides, amino
acids, oligosaccharides, and vitamins, yellow wine is widely consumed in Asia. At the same
time, the phenolic compounds and mineral components in yellow wine have numerous
health benefits, including decreasing cholesterol levels, antioxidant activity, and slowing
down the aging process [16–18], and are also good for preventing cardiovascular disease
and cancer [19,20].

The yellow wine brewing process is a metabolic activity of microorganisms, and yeast,
molds, and bacteria are the three most common types of microorganisms. The molds in
yellow wine are mainly sieved from the jiuqu, and different molds are one of the causes
of the unique local flavors of yellow wines [21]. Some studies have shown that Rhizopus
and Aspergillus play a key role in yellow wine. They can both produce various enzymes.
Rhizopus can produce high-activity amylases and glucoamylases, and these enzymes have
a great impact on the saccharification of the yellow wine [22]. In addition, some Rhizopus
species can process alcohol under specific conditions to produce flavor compounds such
as 2-phenylethanol, ethyl hexanoate, and ethyl lactate [23]. Aspergillus can produce acid
protease and carboxypeptidase, which can break down proteins in rice into peptides and
amino acids, thus providing a source of nitrogen that can be utilized by yeast [24]. These
substances can be used to provide nutrients for the growth of yeast and to synthesize flavor
compounds [25]. In general, Aspergillus is a common filamentous fungus, and it is present
in all stages of the fermentation process of Maiko Yellow Wine [26]. The utilization of molds
as a starter can effectively enhance the production stability, amino acid content, alcohol
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content, and volatile flavor substances of yellow wine, and promote the industrialization of
yellow wine [27]. Liu Y et al. [28] found that the use of a mix of fungi (Aspergillus niger A20,
Mucor pusillus M05, Rhizopus chinensis R01, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae S10) as a starter,
with the addition of α-amylase (AM), glucoamylase (GAM), and acid protease (AP), could
significantly increase the alcohol content and enrich the flavor components of yellow wine.

Yeast is also the main microorganism in the production of yellow wine, and its quantity
and quality directly affect the flavor and quality of the yellow wine [29]. The winemaking
process is not a “single species” fermentation process [30]. S. cerevisiae (cultured or naturally
occurring) has a great advantage in the fermentation process. However, the number
of non-Saccharomyces yeasts in yellow wine is often greater than that of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, and their adaptability to special environments and active growth state give
them an advantage in competition. In the studies of Pretorius et al. [31–33], they found
that the screened non-Saccharomyces could efficiently utilize sugars, increase the yield of
desired volatile esters, promote the release of grape terpenes, and produce glycerol, thereby
improving the flavor and other sensory properties of the wine. An excellent yellow wine
yeast should have strong fermentation power and produce essential and coordinated flavor
compounds. Huang et al. [34] reported that the most common non-yeast fungi in yellow
wine were Geotrichum, Issatchenkia, Rhodotorula, Debaryomyces, Wickerhamomyces, Candida,
Clavispora, and Blastobotrys. Sequential fermentation using both Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
non-Saccharomyces can produce a Chardonnay wine with a lower alcohol content and good
chemical volatilities [35].

Compared to fungi, such as yeast and mold, the role of bacteria in yellow wine has
yet to be studied. The number of various types of bacteria in yellow wine was far higher
than in that of yeast and mold. Ping et al. [36] used Illumina MiSeq pyrosequencing to
monitor bacterial changes during the yellow wine brewing process, and the kinetics of
volatile compounds were monitored in combination with HS-SPME/GC-MS to assess
the effect of the bacteria on the formation of volatile compounds. The results showed
that Thermoactinomyces, Pseudomonas spp., Monascus, Lactococcus, and Bacillus played key
roles in the synthesis of various volatile compounds in Shaoxing Maiqu Yellow Wine.
Through traditional PCR-DGGE and high-throughput sequencing (HTS) analysis, it was
found that the most dominant bacterial genera in the yellow wine brewing process were
Bacillus and Lactobacillus [34,37,38]. As brewing progressed, the floral structure changed
significantly, with the most significant abundance of Bacillus and Lactobacilli. During the
fermentation process, Bacillus can produce a large amount of hydrolytic enzymes, which
can form aromatic substances such as diacetyl and nitrogen-containing compounds [39].
In addition, Bacillus is a type of microorganism that can survive in adversity in its spore
form and can perform secondary fermentation under high concentrations of ethanol to
produce flavor compounds. LAB can produce a variety of antibacterial substances that can
effectively inhibit pathogens and toxin-producing microorganisms. Organic acids prepared
from lactic acid can be used as precursors for the formation of flavor compounds. Research
has demonstrated that, in the wine-making process, the content of LAB is positively
proportional to the content of organic acids [40].

In the brewing process of yellow wine, the main ingredients are actually a mixture
of molds, yeasts, and bacteria after fermentation. Generally, molds perform saccharifica-
tion, lactic acid bacteria metabolize acidic substances, and yeasts ferment and metabolize
alcohol. Process enhancements and the interaction between yeast and jiuqu during fermen-
tation have complicated yellow wine production, making it a complex biological reaction
system. The complex microbial communities in yellow wine not only produce various
enzymes and degrade macromolecules, but also promote the metabolism and synthesis
of flavor substances in yellow wine, including organic acids, free amino acids, and esters,
endowing it with rich nutrients and unique flavors [41–43]. As fermentation progresses
and the environment changes, the dominant microorganisms and strains continue. Dur-
ing this period, fungi and bacteria secrete various enzymes, such as proteases, amylases,
and esterases, to hydrolyze proteins and starches, and yeast converts sugars into ethanol.
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Acetic acid bacteria (AAB) and lactic acid bacteria (LAB) produce organic acids to lower
the pH [44]. Meanwhile, nitrogenous toxins produced by microbial metabolism, such as
biogenic amines (BAs) and ethyl carbamate (EC), are often detected during yellow wine
fermentations [45,46]. EC is very harmful; molecular biology studies have proven it to
be mutagenic and carcinogenic in mice, rats, and monkeys [47,48]. During the industrial
fermentation process, S. cerevisiae produces EC, in addition to ethanol and flavoring sub-
stances. In yellow wine fermentation, urea and ethanol, both of which can be produced by
S. cerevisiae, are the precursors of EC [49]. Yeast produces urea from arginine. Urea can then
react with ethanol to form urethane. Bacteria or yeast can produce BA through the process
of decarboxylation of amino acids, which can occur during fermentation or aging. Bacteria
and yeast decarboxylate amino acids, such as tyrosine, histidine, and arginine, to form bio-
genic amines, such as histamine, tyramine, and putrescine. In yellow wine, histamine is the
most toxic, and it is synthesized by Staphylococcus albus and Lactobacillus hilgardii through
histidine decarboxylation [50]. Putrescine biosynthesis by Enterococcus faecalis, Enterococcus
sclerosus, and Enterococcus faecium occurs through the agmatine deamination pathway [51].
Lactococcus found in dairy products is able to manufacture putrescine; however, glucose
and lactose have the ability to suppress this production [52]. Production of tyramine by
Lactobacillus brevis IOEB 9809 occurs through decarboxylation of tyrosine [22]. The types of
bacteria present in wine also affect the production of biogenic amines. Luo et al. [53] used
the gene prediction function method to study the effects of different bacterial species on the
production of an amino acid decarboxylase in the fermentation of yellow wines. The most
abundant species were Citrobacter, Acinetobacter, Lactobacillus, Bacillus, Pseudomonas, and
Enterobacter. Therefore, in wine production, safe fermentation strains should be selected
to minimize the formation of harmful substances in the wine and ensure the quality and
safety of the product. Figure 1 shows the brewing process of a yellow wine, showing the
dominant microorganisms present in different stages of brewing.
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2.2. Types and Diversity Characteristics of Microorganisms in Wine

Wine is an alcoholic beverage made from fermented grapes with an alcohol content
ranging from 8 to 15%. There are many types of wine produced with varying varieties,
planting regions, planting techniques, and fermentation environments. Moderate drinking
of wine is good for the human body. For example, wine is rich in polyphenols, which
can be beneficial for health, including the prevention of cancer effects and cardiovascular
diseases [54]. Wine production is inextricably linked to microorganisms. The production
of wine from grape juice is the consequence of the combination of yeasts, bacteria, and
filamentous fungi [55]. Even if bacteria are usually fewer than yeasts, they can still have
a major influence on the taste and aroma of the wine. The bacteria associated with wine
making are mainly LAB, AAB, and Bacillus [56–59]. For example, LAB can convert malic
acid to lactic acid, which can make wine taste smoother and have a lower acidity. The lactic
acid bacteria mainly include Lactobacillus, Oenococcus, Pediococcus, and Leuconostoc [60],
and Oenococcus oeni (O. oeni) among the bacteria participating in malolactic fermentation
(MLF), and MLF is the main biological acid reduction method in wine production [61].
Under the action of O. oeni, malic acid is converted to lactic acid, with carbon dioxide
being released in the process. Most lactic acid bacteria (including O. oeni) can produce
glucosidase, and an adequate amount of glucosidase can promote the development of
varietal aromas in wine [62–64]. In addition to glucosidases, many studies have used
immobilized glycosidases to enhance wine aroma [65–67]. For example, β-glucosidase,
α-arabinosidase, and α-rhamnosidase were immobilized on acrylic beads to promote the
release of wine aromas [68]. On the other hand, for wine, most bacteria can have a negative
effect on the quality of the wine. For example, AAB can produce acetic acid. If there is
a high concentration of acetic acid, it will impart a sour taste and spoil the wine. The
acetic acid bacteria that have been found to be harmful to wine in wine making include
Acetobacter aceti [69], Acetobacter pasteurianus [70], and Gluconobacter oxydans [71]. They can
oxidize ethanol to acetic acid, resulting in an increase in the volatile acids in the wine [72].
In the wine-making process, because microbial or environmental factors can cause wine to
spoil, wine makers will continue to use SO2 to reduce spoilage, but this may cause some
health problems and changes in the wine’s sensory characteristics. Izquierdo et al. [73]
explored the ability of the KAgC complex to control the production of AAB in spoiled
wines. The study showed that, after wine supplemented with KAgC complex had been
incubated for 72 h, the amount of AAB in the wine was negligible. The elimination of AAB
in wine reduces the use of SO2 and ensures the quality of the wine. The harm of Bacillus
to wine consists of mainly making the wine turbid. Bae et al. [74] isolated Bacillus from a
grape juice and inoculated it into wines and grape juices. The study found that Bacillus
was still alive, but did not grow.

The process of wine fermentation is largely attributed to the yeast microorganisms.
The sugars of the grapes are consumed by them to make alcohol and carbon dioxide. In the
process, alcohol, aldehydes, and ester metabolites are generated. Different yeast strains can
produce different tastes and aromas in wine, and wine makers often select specific strains
to achieve desirable characteristics. At present, there are approximately 150 species of yeast
generally involved in the wine fermentation process, including 25 genera, among which
are the genera Saccharomyces, Candida, Pichia, Hanseniaspora, Schizosaccharomyces, Dekkera,
Metschnikowia, and Zygosaccharomyces, including ten genera of yeasts [75,76]. Saccharomyces
sp. is an essential microorganism in the grape fermentation process. Yeast not only inhibits
the growth of mold on the surface of grapes, but also produces more than 400 volatile aroma
substances during fermentation [8]. In the wine-making industry, yeasts are divided into
two categories: S. cerevisiae and non-S. cerevisiae. Oliveira et al. [77] studied the fermentation
ability of S. cerevisiae and non-S. cerevisiae, and the effect on the wine’s flavor was studied.
GC-MS analysis showed that non-S. cerevisiae produced more types of volatile substances,
had higher concentrations, and had a more prominent aroma than that of S. cerevisiae. The
wine production rates between the two were similar.
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Yeasts other than S. cerevisiae also have some disadvantages, such as low alcohol
production. Therefore, the use of mixed fermentation to enable different strains to “draw
from each other’s strengths” is a current research hot spot. Pichia kluyveri, one of the most
concerning strains of non-S. cerevisiae, can effectively improve the floral and fruity aromas in
wine [78]. However, P. kluyveri has a poor alcohol tolerance and cannot complete alcoholic
fermentation on its own. It is usually mixed with S. cerevisiae to improve the quality of the
wine. Dutraive et al. [79] showed that, compared to wines purely cultured by S. cerevisiae,
the concentrations of total esters, glycerol, and valeric acid in the cofermentation of P.
kluyveri with S. cerevisiae were higher; Ge et al. [80] found that P. kluyveri could significantly
increase the contents of linalool, p-xylene, and nerol oxide in wine.

Fungi are also present in wine, although they are usually of less importance than
bacteria and yeasts. Mold is a filamentous fungus that can contaminate grapes in a humid
environment, reducing yields and affecting quality. In addition, aging oak barrels, both
interior and exterior, and the corks of wine bottles are prone to mold infections. If fungi
are present in high concentrations, they can cause spoilage and off flavors in the wine.
However, mold is not all bad for wine. Noble rot, which originated in Hungary, is produced
by Botrytis cinerea, known as “noble mold”. Research has demonstrated that the quality of
Amarone della Valpolicella wines can be subject to change depending on the occurrence of
ideal climate conditions for mold infestation. The noble rot can significantly alter the aroma
composition (alcohols, aldehydes, fatty acids, and lactones) in wine [81,82]. Although there
are more studies on molds used in noble rot winemaking, molds still have great research
potential in the rest of the wine-making industry. Figure 2 shows the wine-making process,
illustrating the dominant microorganisms that exist at different stages of wine making.
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2.3. Types and Diversity Characteristics of Microorganisms in Beer

Beer is a popular alcoholic beverage, consumed worldwide. It is a combination of
water, malted barley, hops, and yeast [83]. Yeast plays a critical role in beer production by
converting the sugars in germinated barley into alcohol and carbon dioxide. The type of
yeast used in beer production can greatly affect the taste and aroma of the final product. In
addition to yeast, other microorganisms, such as bacteria and fungi, may also be present in
beer and affect its quality and safety.

Beer production utilizes two primary types of yeast: ale yeast and lager yeast [84].
Ale yeast is a top-fermenting yeast that ferments at temperatures ranging from 15 to
24 ◦C [85]. It produces fruity and spicy flavors and is used in the production of ales,
stouts, and porters. Some common ale yeast strains include Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
Saccharomyces bayanus [86]. Lager yeast is a bottom-fermenting yeast that ferments at
temperatures between 7 ◦C and 15 ◦C [85]. It produces a clean and crisp flavor and is
used in the production of lagers and pilsners. Some common lager yeast strains include
Saccharomyces pastorianus and Saccharomyces eubayanus. Saccharomyces pastorianus are hybrids
of S. cerevisiae and S. eubayanus [87]. Figure 3 shows schematic diagrams of two types of
craft beer: top-fermented and bottom-fermented.
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Bacteria can also be present in beer, but they are usually undesirable and can cause
off-flavors and spoilage. The most common bacteria in beer are lactic acid bacteria and
acetic acid bacteria. Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are responsible for the production of lactic
acid, which gives beer its sour taste. For example, some spoilage LAB strains found in beer
include Lactobacillus brucei, Lactobacillus plantarum, and Pediococcus damnosus [88]. Acetic
acid bacteria (AAB) are responsible for the production of acetic acid, which can give beer its
vinegary flavor. AAB contamination is usually the result of inadequate hygienic conditions
during the brewing or aging process. Some common AAB strains found in beer include
Acetobacter aceti and Gluconobacter oxydans [89].

The presence of fungi in beer can also cause spoilage. The most common fungi in beer
are wild yeasts and molds. Wild yeast is a non-sugar yeast that can produce a strange and
sour taste. Mold can also be present in beer, usually as the result of contamination by grains
or hops. Mold contamination can cause odors and spoilage. Some of the common molds
found in beer include Aspergillus and Penicillium [90].

The diversity of microorganisms in beer can greatly affect its flavor, aroma, and
quality. In recent years, the diversity of yeast strains used in beer production has increased,
resulting in a wider range of beer styles and tastes. In addition to traditional beers and
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lagers, brewers are now using various non-sugar yeasts and mixed cultures to produce
unique and complex flavors. Mixed-culture fermentation involves the use of different
combinations of yeasts and bacteria to ferment beer, and is usually used for the production
of sour beers. Our study showed that the presence of Lactobacillus brevis BSO464 and
Lactobacillus plantarum had a positive effect on the composition of flavor-active substances
in sour beer [91]. In addition, fermentation with S. cerevisiae could control the production
of a sour beer and shorten the production time. This beer has grown in popularity in recent
years. In addition to yeast and bacteria, the use of hops in beer production also affects
the diversity of microorganisms present in beer. Hops have antibacterial properties that
can help inhibit the growth of unwanted bacteria and fungi. However, they also affect
the growth and activity of yeasts, resulting in changes in the taste and aroma of the beer.
Table 1 lists the dominant microorganisms in some typical wine varieties for brewing.

Table 1. Dominant microorganisms in some typical alcoholic beverage varieties.

Alcoholic Beverage Types Dominant Microorganisms Sensorial Properties References

Yellow wine

Semi-dry Shaoxing
Yellow Wine

Bacillus, Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc,
Lactococcus, Thermoactinomyces

It has a pronounced rice aroma and
light floral and fruity notes, as well as

a distinctive earthiness from the
fermentation process.

[36,42]

CMQ (from
Chongming,
Shanghai)

Pantoea, Bacillus, Rhizopus, Candida Soft, full-bodied, malty, and fruity on
the palate.

[92]
NBQ (from Ningbo,

Zhejiang)

Pediococcus, Lactobacillus, Acetobacter,
Weissella, Bacillus, Rhizopus, Candida,

Aspergillus

Pale golden or orange-yellow in color,
with a strong wheat and yeast aroma.

YCQ (from Yichang,
Hubei)

Pediococcus, Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc,
Weissella, Lactococcus, Ochrobactrum,

Rhizopus, Mucor

Long aftertaste, often with a light
sweetness in the aftertaste, refreshing

taste.

Hong Qu glutinous
yellow wine

Bacillus, ginsengihumi, Pantoea sp.,
Elizabethkingia sp., Streptococcus sp.

Reddish-brown, usually sweeter, with
a distinctive hong qu aroma. [93]

Black glutinous
yellow wine

Pediococcus, Leuconostoc, Rhizopus,
Saccharomycopsis

Black or purple-black in color, with a
sweet and sour taste and a complex

aroma.
[94]

Wine

Red wine

Cabernet Sauvignon
Pantoea, Lactobacillus,

Rhodococcus, Fructobacillus, and
Komagataeibacter

Red wines typically have flavors of
dark fruits like blackberry, cherry, and
plum. They may also exhibit notes of

chocolate, tobacco, and leather.
Aromas can include earthy tones,
spices, and sometimes a smoky

character.

[95,96]

Merlot Starmerella, Kazachstania [97,98]

Shiraz Pseudomonas, Alternaria sp. [99]

Pinot Noir Bacillus [99]

White wine

Chardonnay Pseudomonas, Bacillus, Leuconostoc,
Erwinia White wines usually have lighter,

fresher flavors such as apples, pears,
citrus, and tropical fruits. Floral and

mineral aromas are also common.

[99,100]

Riesling Pseudomonas [99]

Sauvignon Blanc / [101,102]

Sparkling wine

Champagne / Sparkling wine flavors often include
green apple, pear, citrus, and

sometimes toasty or nutty notes in
aged varieties.

[103]

Prosecco / [104]

Dessert Wine
Noble Rot Wine Botrytis cinerea

Dessert wine with flavors of dried
fruit, honey, caramel, and nuts.

[105,106]

Ice Wine
Hanseniaspora uvarum, Metschnikowia

fructicola, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Lactococcus lactis and Leuconostoc spp.

[107]

Fortified Wine
Sherry / Fortified wines have a high alcohol

content and intense flavors, including
nutty, sweet, or spicy.

[108]

Port / [109]
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Table 1. Cont.

Alcoholic Beverage Types Dominant Microorganisms Sensorial Properties References

Beer

Lager beer, Pilsner
beer lager yeast With a smooth and refreshing flavor. [110]

Ales, stouts, and
porters ale yeast Often rich and complex with fruity,

malty flavors, etc. [111]

Belgian Lambic Beer Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Lactobacillus With a distinctive sour and fruity
flavor. [110,112]

/: not found.

3. Strain Selection Techniques

Microbial strains are the key to determining the industrial value of fermentation
products and the success of fermentation projects. Therefore, strain selection is very
important for wine making. The use of excellent yeast strains can control the amount of
byproducts formed and improve the flavor and quality of the wine. In the production
of beer, the screening method is usually used to select yeast strains that can control the
production amount of byproducts, especially the content of diacetyl and higher alcohols,
which have a great impact on the quality of beer [113]. Vion et al. [114] used marker-assisted
selection (MAS) to enhance malic acid consumption by S. cerevisiae in grape must, and MAS
proved to be effective in selecting industrial S. cerevisiae with unusual characteristics. Bellon
et al. [115] chose to utilize interspecies hybridization for wine yeast breeding by adding
non-S. cerevisiae genomes to commercial wine yeasts, which can generate new phenotypes
and develop new wine styles.

At present, the breeding technologies for wine are mainly focused on two directions.
One is to use natural microorganisms to differentiate strains suitable for different wines.
Researchers generally look for stressed, adaptable microorganisms that can tolerate unfa-
vorable conditions, such as low temperatures and a low pH. These microorganisms not
only reflect the quality characteristics of wine, such as color, taste, and aroma, but also have
the operability of large-scale production and stable quality. Second, modern bioengineering
technology is used to screen high-yielding strains to improve the fermentation effects. The
modifications are mainly performed on yeast. However, any genetic modification of yeast is
strictly regulated under the gene technology laws of many countries. These laws stipulate
that genetically modified yeast strains must meet specific requirements to ensure their
safety and efficacy before they can be approved for industrial use. It has been reported that
almost all yeast used in the brewing industry is derived from the two most basic strains of
yeast in the laboratory: Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Saccharomyces bayanus (cold winestain
yeast). To reduce urethane in alcoholic beverages, scientists successfully gene-edited yeast
using CRISPR/Cas9 technology [116].

Since genetically engineered microorganisms may be more sensitive to certain envi-
ronmental conditions, thus affecting their ecological adaptability in industrial production,
a strict safety assessment is needed, so the breeding of beer and yellow wine strains is
often based on traditional breeding techniques, such as physical mutagenesis, chemical
mutagenesis, and protoplast fusion techniques. The protoplasts of S. cerevisiae were treated
with a compound of mutagenesis, and the screened mutant strains could greatly increase
the production of metabolites.
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3.1. Natural Selection

Strains with excellent characteristics are obtained through natural mutation at multiple
levels, including tissues, cells, protoplasts, and microorganisms, and these traits are fixed in
the genes. Natural breeding is the selection of organisms during the reproductive process
under environmental conditions. The removal of mutations that are unfavorable for their
survival and development, and the retention of only the beneficial mutations for semi-
conservative DNA replication of the organisms themselves, are retained. It is important to
clarify that mutation events occurring during growth do not constitute “breeding”, but are
separate phenomena that occur naturally or are induced in the laboratory. The correction
and photorepair of the corrective enzyme system, excision repair, and mechanisms such
as recombination repair and inducible repair can both cause mutations. Pérez-Coello
et al. [117] isolated a total of 392 yeast strains from three vineyards in the La Mancha region
of Spain. The yeast strains 27, 41, and 230 were found to be able to synthesize high levels
of hexyl acetate and amyl acetate, which significantly enhanced the fruity aroma of wines.
They also produced high concentrations of cis-3-hexen-1-ol and 1-hexanol, which enhanced
the herbal aroma of wines. Zheng et al. [118] selected R-SYB082, which has acidic urea
degradation characteristics, from fermented food. This strain can be used to isolate a urea
acetate amidohydrolase (UAH), an enzyme that degrades urea and EC, with the removal
rate of EC from Chinese yellow wine reaching 90.7%. The basic steps of natural selection
are shown in Figure 4a.
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3.2. Induced Mutation

Induced mutation is the selection of an elite variety that meets the needed traits
through artificial mutagenesis and physical and chemical means. The basic process of
induced mutation is shown in Figure 4b. The most commonly used physical mutagenesis
technique is UV mutagenesis; the UV spectrum is the same as the absorption spectrum of
nucleic acids in cells, with the absorption of DNA at 250 nm being the maximum [119]. After
the purines and pyrimidines of the DNA and RNA of the strain absorb UV light, the DNA
molecule forms a pyrimidine dimer; that is, two adjacent pyrimidines are covalently linked
and dimerized, resulting in deformation of the double-stranded structure and hindering
the normal pairing between bases [120], which can cause mutations or death. In addition,
pyrimidine dimer formation hinders the double-stranded unwinding, thereby affecting
DNA replication and transcription [121]. In addition, there are microwave, laser, and
plasma mutagenesis techniques. The use of some chemical mutagens mainly includes some
chemical drugs, such as certain alkylating agents, base analogs, and antibiotics. These
compounds directly react with molecules such as pyrimidine, purine, and phosphoric
acid in nucleotides, causing mutations in the genes of microorganisms. Researchers Yi
et al. [122] used the synergistic mutagenesis method of ultraviolet (UV) and diethyl sulfate
(DES) to identify a second-generation bio-Saccharomyces cerevisiae with high ethanol yield,
high ethanol tolerance, temperature tolerance, and glucose tolerance. Yang et al. [123] used
the same mutagenesis method to obtain the mutant YN81 from the parent strain CS31 used
in high-specific-gravity craft beer brewing. The mutant YN81 had a high ethanol tolerance
and a higher fermentation ability and alcohol production capacity.

3.3. Crossing Techniques

The crossing technique refers to the rapid acquisition of new excellent strains through
the crossing and mating of two strains with different genotypes and the use of the principles
of genetic variation and gene recombination. However, it is important to note that in
practice, challenges often arise, as diploid strains typically need to be converted into
haploids before successful crossings can occur. While diploid crossings are possible, they
are generally less stable compared to their haploid counterparts and may result in tetraploid
formations, which are usually not stable. This instability can significantly impact the
efficacy and reliability of hybrid breeding outcomes in microbial applications. Crossing
techniques follow a pattern illustrated in Figure 5a. First, two parents with complementary
advantages are selected based on a comprehensive evaluation of the genetic diversity,
metabolic activity, and enzyme production ability of the strains. One parent may have
high-yield characteristics, while the other may have excellent metabolic pathways. Then,
the selected parents are subjected to a human-controlled mating operation. In general, two
parents are selected for a single cross or multiple crosses to increase genetic diversity and
selection potential. The hybrid progeny after mating are screened. Screening for specific
traits, such as enzyme production ability, tolerance, and tolerance, is usually used. Through
screening, strains with excellent traits can be obtained. To further improve the traits of the
strains, iterative hybridization and screening can be performed. Through multiple crosses
and selections, the target characteristics can be gradually fixed, and stable strains can be
developed. Munekazu et al. [124] found that the hybridization of the cryophilic wine yeasts
Saccharomyces bayanus YM-84 and YM-126 with the mesophilic wine yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae OC-2 had better fermentation performance than that of the mesophilic wine yeast;
the malic acids and flavors produced by the hybrids were better than those produced by
the mesophilic wine yeast. The content of compounds such as higher alcohols and isoamyl
acetate is higher. Shinohara et al. [125] used thirty-one strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
for hybridization. The results showed that the hybrids RIFT 1046, 1057, and 1065 could
produce high concentrations of aromatic esters.
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3.4. Protoplast Fusion Technique

Protoplast fusion technology is a technology in which the plastids of two or more cells
are merged into a stable recombinant with the genetic characteristics of the parents [126–128].
The process of protoplast fusion is shown in Figure 5b. Protoplast fusion technology can break
through the natural barrier of the cell wall and achieve long-distance genetic recombination;
multiple recombinations have already been realized. Therefore, strains with better fermentation
characteristics can be used as parents to screen for strains with even better fermentation charac-
teristics through protoplast fusion. Xin et al. [129] used the fermenting strain Q, commonly used
by beer manufacturers, for protoplast fusion with the haploids of strain L to improve the ethanol
tolerance of strain Q while maintaining its fermentation performance. Wang et al. [130] used
S. cerevisiae and Candida ethanolica as parents, and the alcohol content of the cider made from
the stable fusion strains was 2.0–5.2%, which was far lower than that of the parental strains. In
particular, the recombinant fusion yeast R6 was effective in producing high-quality, low-alcohol
ciders. In the manufacturing of Chinese yellow wine, protoplast fusion technology has been
used to breed yeast diploid hybrids with excellent wine-making characteristics, and the flavor
characteristics of Chinese yellow wine were improved by using yeast diploid hybrids, leading
to better ethanol tolerance and fermentability of the diploid parents [131].
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3.5. Genetic Engineering Techniques

The core of genetic engineering techniques is the introduction of exogenous genes into
organisms to achieve specific goals. These exogenous genes can be from other individuals of
the same species, from a different species, or even from synthetic genes. After introducing
exogenous genes into the target organisms, scientists can regulate the expression of these
genes, thereby changing the traits of the organisms [132,133]. The general process of genetic
engineering techniques is shown in Figure 6.
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Many studies have shown that esters are an important component affecting the fruity
aroma of wine. The enzyme accumulation of related esters during the fermentation process
is the result of the balance between esterase synthesis and hydrolysis reactions, as well
as the synthesis of alcohol acetyltransferase [134,135]. Alcohol acetyltransferase is an
enzyme containing a sulfhydryl group that catalyzes the formation of esters between
higher alcohols and acetyl-CoA. In S. cerevisiae, the ATF1 and ATF2 genes are the structural
genes of the first group of acetyltransferases, encoding Alcohol Acetyltransferase I and
Alcohol Acetyltransferase II, respectively [136]. Studies have shown that S. cerevisiae has
one ATF1 gene, while beer yeast has one ATF1 and a homologous gene, Lg-ATF1 [137].
Yeast carrying multiple ATF1 genes or Lg-ATF1 genes had higher alcohol acetyltransferase
activity and produced more acetates than yeast with only one ATF1 gene. The content of
isoamyl acetate increased 27-fold, and the content of ethyl acetate increased 9-fold [138].
Lilly et al. [135] used PGK1 as a promoter and terminator and expressed the ATF1 gene in
three commercial wine yeast strains. The contents of ethyl acetate, isoamyl acetate, and
phenylethyl acetate in the products were all increased several-fold. Only slight changes
in other esters. The gene of the edited protein in one strain is heterologously expressed
in another strain with a stronger secretion ability, and the final target protein is obtained
through isolation and purification, which can also achieve mass production with a high
expression of specific enzymes. Kang et al. [139] cloned the prolyl endopeptidase gene
from Aspergillus oryzae (AO-PEP) and expressed it in Pichia pastoris. After high-density
batch fermentation, the AO-PEP activity reached 1130 U/L. The addition of AO-PEP in
the fermentation stage can effectively reduce the turbidity of beer, improve the abiotic
stability of the beer, and reduce the operational cost of adding polyvinylpolypyrrolidone to
reduce turbidity.
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3.6. Genome Shuffling Technology

Genome shuffling technology is a new technology for strain selection based on pro-
toplast fusion technology [140,141]. Starting from one original parental strain, classic
mutagenesis breeding methods were used to obtain multiple strains with significantly
improved phenotypes, and a library of mutant candidate strains was constructed. This
library was used for the direct parental strains for the first round of multiparental fu-
sions and then further investigated. The whole genome was randomly recombined to
obtain the first-generation fusion strains. Afterwards, strains with even further enhanced
phenotypes were selected and used as the direct parents for the next round of fusions.
Multiple rounds of multiparental strain fusions have been performed in this way, and
targets with improved traits have been screened in the obtained mutant library [142]. In
the breeding of wine-making microorganisms, genome shuffling technology can be applied
to improve microorganisms, such as yeasts, to increase their efficiencies and yields in the
alcohol fermentation process and improve the quality of wines. Shi et al. [143] performed
three rounds of genome shuffling of S. cerevisiae. The improved strain SM-3 could grow
on plate media at 55 ◦C; the heat tolerance, ethanol tolerance, and ethanol production of
strain SM-3 were all improved; temperature is the limiting factor for the fermentation and
production of S. cerevisiae. Snoek et al. [144] performed three rounds of genome shuffling
on the parental strain of S. cerevisiae to eliminate improved strains with lower ethanol
tolerance and obtain an improved S. cerevisiae strain with maximum ethanol production
and a 7% increase in ethanol tolerance. Jetti et al. [145] used S. cerevisiae and Pichia stipitis
for genome shuffling and obtained an improved strain, SP2-18, with a significantly higher
substrate utilization rate than the parental strain. This strain could utilize xylose and had
a high ethanol tolerance. Acceptance increased by 1.14 times. The general workflow of
the genome shuffling technology is shown in Figure 7, which includes three parts: the
construction of the parental library, the recursive fusion of protoplasts, and the screening of
the target phenotype. The commonly used methods for microbial screening are compared,
and their roles and method characteristics are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of commonly used strain selection and breeding techniques.

Methods Roles Characteristics

Natural selection

In the natural environment, strains
with better tolerance and adaptability

are screened and bred through the
process of natural selection, based on
the genetic variation and adaptability

of the species, without human
intervention.

The presence of stochastic and
temporal evolution with

environmental dependence.

Crossing techniques

By crossing two different strains or
lines of bacteria and yeast, their

affinities and genetic variations are
utilized to produce progeny strains

with superior traits.

Can increase the genetic diversity of
strains, be more stringent in the

operation of tests and the choice of
instruments, and have a high

efficiency of selection and breeding.

Physical mutagenesis UV mutagenesis

UV light causes base transitions,
inversions, shifted mutations, or

deletions, which can lead to
mutagenesis of the strain.

Classic method, good results, simple
equipment, and easy operation.

Laser irradiation
mutagenesis

When lasers irradiate organisms,
their energy is directly or indirectly

absorbed by biomolecules, which can
lead to molecular stimulation of

photodissociation, catabolism, and
free radical reactions in biomolecules,

resulting in aberrations in DNA
molecules or chromosomes.

High energy density, relatively
concentrated, good

monochromaticity, and directionality;
genetic mutation upon mutagenesis.

Microwave
mutagenesis

Can stimulate rapid vibration of polar
molecules (e.g., water, proteins,

nucleotides, fats, and carbohydrates),
disrupting the hydrogen bonding and
base accumulation of DNA molecules

and leading to changes in the
structure of the DNA, resulting in

genetic variation.

Simple equipment, low cost, easy
method, safe operation, and good

mutation effect.

High Static Pressure
Mutagenesis

High hydrostatic pressure is a special
processing technology for materials
using hydrostatic pressure of more

than 100MPa. It can not only change
the volume, morphology, and cellular

composition of microbial cells, but
also alter the nucleic acid structure of
microorganisms and their biological

functions and gene expression.

Simple method, simple equipment,
and good mutagenic effect.

Ultrasound
mutagenesis

Under the action of sound waves, the
tiny bubbles in the liquid will

oscillate, expand, contract, and even
collapse. Cavitation bubble adiabatic

contraction leads to the collapse of
the moment, presenting more than

5000 ◦C temperatures and thousands
of atmospheres of pressure,

accompanied by powerful shock
waves or jet streams, enough to
change the cell wall membrane

structure and cause the exchange of
substances inside and outside the

cells, and even mutation.

Simple equipment, safe operation,
simple operation methods, and a

higher mutation rate for mutagenesis.
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Table 2. Cont.

Methods Roles Characteristics

Chemical mutagenesis

Techniques for selecting new
mutagenic strains by inducing

genetic variation in microorganisms
using chemical mutagens

Operation of toxic and hazardous
chemical substances for personal and

environmental safety.

Protoplast fusion

The technique of artificially fusing
two protoplasts with different genetic

characteristics to obtain stable
recombinants with parental genetic

characteristics, and strains with good
fermentation performance can be

used directly as parental strains for
the fermentation performance
required for protoplast fusion

breeding.

Overcoming the deficiencies of
distant integration, simplicity of

operation, integrity of genetic
information, and a high frequency of

recombination.

Genetic engineering techniques Biogenetic traits targeted and directly
modified at the DNA molecular level

Can lead to changes in the species’
orientation and relatively short

selection cycles.

Genome shuffling

Through recursive recombination at
the genomic level, the targeted

evolution of the entire organism is
efficiently realized, breaking through

the limitations of traditional
microbial strain improvement

methods [146–148].

Phenotypic improvement of
microbial strains can be accomplished
by modifying the whole genome of

multiple parents, without the need to
know much about the genetic

background of the modified strains.

4. Application of Strain Selection Technology in Improving the Quality of
Alcoholic Beverages

The primary task of strain selection technology is to screen microbial strains suitable
for wine making. Through the collection and separation of samples from different sources,
as well as the fermentation substrate screening method and the physiological characteristics
screening method, microorganisms with good wine-making performance can be rapidly
identified. The strain selection technology also includes the improvement of traditional
vinification strains. Traditional strains can have better brewing performance through
technical means such as genetic mutation or gene recombination. For example, genetic
engineering technology can enhance the tolerance of strains to temperature, pH, alcohol
concentration, and other conditions, thereby improving the stability and yield of the wine-
making process. To broaden the strain resources of wine-making microorganisms, the
introduction of new strains can also be considered. Through the collection and screening of
samples from around the world, these new strains may have better fermentation efficiency
and higher yields or bring new flavors and tastes. Genetic engineering technology has also
been widely used in the breeding of wine-making microorganisms abroad. The gene editing
and transformation of wine-making microbes can result in better brewing performance. For
example, the introduction of improved yeast genes can improve fermentation efficiency and
tolerance, and gene transfer technology can be used to introduce new functional genes into
cerevisiae microorganisms, thus endowing them with new characteristics and functions.
Table 3 lists some studies on selective breeding of alcoholic beverage microorganisms.
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Table 3. Studies on the selective breeding of certain alcoholic beverage microorganisms.

Field Work Results References

Wine Spore hybridization Improvement of fermentation efficiency and
SO2 tolerance [149]

Wine Insertion of the CUP1 gene at multiple loci to
improve copper tolerance Enhances antibacterial resistance [150]

Wine Adaptive evolution screening of novel wine
yeast strains with improved characteristics

Enhances glycerol production; improves the
taste of wine [151]

Wine Selection of yeast from orchard soil High ethanol tolerance and improved
fermentation performance [152]

Beer Mutagenesis screening of 2-DOG-resistant
yeast

Improves the utilization and fermentation
efficiency of polysaccharides [153]

Shochu Screening of trichothecene-resistant yeast Improves fermentation efficiency [154]

Sake Fusion of sake yeast and beer yeast Accelerated fermentation rate, high ester
yield, and hypertonic resistance [155]

Yellow wine Removal of transcription regulators. Low production of urea and ethyl carbamate [49]

Yellow wine
Overexpression of ATF2 in industrial yellow

wine yeast strain (RY1) by homologous
recombination

Increases the acetate ester [156]

Fruit wine
Protoplast fusion using Saccharomyces

cerevisiae and Candida ethanolica as starting
strains

Obtaining a new fusion yeast for aroma
production and ethanol reduction [130]

Rice wine
Saccharomyces cerevisiae hybrids created by
directed evolution and protoplast fusion

strategies

Screening of Saccharomyces cerevisiae with
high fermentation efficiency and high stress

resistance
[157,158]

When it comes to sensory analysis of wine, the most important aspect to consider is
its flavor characteristics. The proportion of flavor characteristics in the sensory evaluation
of wine is more than 70%. For producers and dealers, the flavor quality of alcoholic
beverages directly determines their economic value. For consumers, flavor characteristics
greatly affect their judgment of the product’s quality. The metabolism of yeast is closely
related to the formation of aroma-generating substances in wine. The selection of a fine,
yellow wine yeast plays an important role in improving the aroma quality of yellow
wine. Table 4 lists some of the studies on how to improve the flavor quality of different
alcoholic beverage products. As shown in Table 4, the selection of a brewing microorganism
with excellent performance can not only significantly improve the efficiency of alcoholic
beverage production, but is also expected to increase the diversity of flavors in alcoholic
beverages, thereby producing differentiated new wines with different styles.

Table 4. Some studies on how to improve the flavor quality of different types of alcoholic beverages.

Brewed Wine Main Raw Material Ways to Improve Flavor Quality References

Sake Rice Breeding of sake yeast with high production of isoamyl
acetate or ethyl hexanoate [159–161]

Beer Malt Breeding of aroma-producing beer yeast [162,163]

Fruit wine Juice Selection of yeast strains by protoplast fusion to regulate
flavor substance production [164,165]

Wine Grapes Selection of aroma-producing yeast by interspecific crossing [11,166,167]

Yellow wine Grain Enrichment of microbial diversity in yellow wine brewing
and improvement of brewing process [15,168,169]

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The microbial diversity of alcoholic beverages has a major influence on the flavor and
quality of wine. Different kinds of microorganisms take part in the fermentation process
of brewing wine, each playing its own role in the brewing process. The interaction and
evolution between these microorganisms can produce beneficial substances while also
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potentially producing harmful substances that can reduce the quality of the wine. By
exploring the microbial diversity in alcoholic beverages, we can understand its relationship
with the quality and safety of these beverages. The strain selection technology can also
help the brewing industry to obtain more microbial resources in wine making, enrich
the diversity of microorganisms in wine making, improve the quality and yield of wine
making, and reduce production costs and environmental pollution. However, the genetic
stability of crossing, fusing, or genetic engineering is an important consideration. Complete
stability assurance requires continuous monitoring and screening processes, which are
directly related to the success rate of gene transfer and the quality of biological products.
In addition, fermentation volumes have often been very low, meaning that although they
may show positive effects under laboratory conditions, large-scale experiments may not
yield the same positive results. The current research literature generally only shows test
results for volatile chemicals and does not conduct blind wine tasting tests, so it is not
possible to fully understand consumer acceptance of these products. Proper scientific
investigation requires a deeper exploration of these key aspects. This paper summarizes
the characteristics of microbial diversity in the world’s three major brewing alcohols and
the selection technologies applicable to microorganisms in different wines. The goal is to
better control and guide the wine-making process, increase flavor diversity, and ensure the
continuation and development of wine-making culture.

In current wine-making breeding work, physical mutagenesis, chemical mutagenesis,
protoplast fusion, and other methods are widely used. Although these methods can achieve
breeding goals to a certain extent, the huge screening work and uncertainty of breeding
direction make progress slow. Improving the simplicity of mutation screening and the
probability of a positive mutation in breeding is an important research topic for improving
these methods. From current development trends, the use of gene-editing technology is the
most direct and effective way to genetically modify the genetic material of strains. Genetic
engineering breeding fundamentally excavates the synthesis mechanism of enzymes or
metabolites at the molecular level, allowing for better guidance in selecting and breeding
excellent strains in the future. Additionally, strain selection technology can be combined
with advanced decoding technology that provides a deeper understanding of the genetic
mechanisms and metabolic characteristics of microorganisms, providing a more accurate
theoretical basis for selecting and applying alcoholic beverage microorganisms.
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